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Abstract. A workflow describes a complex process that takes place inside an
organization. A workflow can be structured into several perspectives. In order to
model both the process and the resouce perspective of workflows, a Petri net
model based on nested Petri nets has been proposed: resource workflow nets
(RWF-nets). Unlike other models, RWF-nets permit a clear distinction between
the perspectives, modelling efficiently their interaction, and ensure the flexibility
of the system. A case (or workflow instance) is the subject of the operations in
the workflow. RWF-nets permit the handling of one case at a time. This paper ex-
tends the definition of RWF-nets in order to allow the handling of multiple cases
at a time, defines a notion of behavioural correctness for RWF-nets,k-soundness,
and proves the decideability of this property for a special class of RWF-nets.

1 Introduction

A workflow is a complex process, consisting of activities organized in order to accom-
plish some goal. A workflow is structured into several perspectives, among which we
mention:the process perspective- specifies which tasks need to be executed and in
what order;the resource perspective- specifies the population in which the workflow
is executed (the resources) and the existing roles (resource classes based on organiza-
tional or functional aspects). A workflow management system (WFMS) is a software
system that supports the modelling and execution of workflows. WFMS’s can use dif-
ferent modelling languages for the definition of workflows. A formal method which
has been successfully used for workflow modelling is Petri nets. Most of the current
research has focused on the modelling of the process perspective of workflows. A Petri
net model for workflows, which includes resources, can be found in [3, 4] where special
places are used for representing resources in the process perspective. While no alloca-
tion mechanisms are represented, this approach defines and studies a soundness notion
for workflows. A more detailed view on the resource perspective is offered in papers
like [10, 14], where coloured Petri nets are used in order to model a work distribution
system. The approach in [7] allows the modelling of resources and the handling of sev-
eral cases; In [13], resource-extended stochastic workflow nets allow the performance
analysis of the workflows. None of these approaches study the logical correctness of
the workflows. Thus, the existing approaches either model the resource perspective in a
simplistic manner, or they fail to solve verification problems for workflows. Also, there
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is an unclear mixture of perspectives, which can make workflow specifications difficult
to understand, analyze and work with. In order to tackle these problems, in [11, 12], we
proposed a special class of nested Petri nets - Resource Workflow Nets (RWF-nets), for
the integrated modelling of the process and of the resource perspective of workflows.
Nested Petri nets ([8]) are a special class of the Petri net model, in which tokens may
be nets themselves (object-nets). RWF-nets are defined as a special case of two-level
nested Petri nets, in which the two perspectives are modelled as two separate object-
nets: one object-net is a Petri net which models the resourceperspective and the other is
a Petri net which models the process perspective. The process perspective is modelled
usingextended workflow nets, an extension of workflow nets, introduced in [1]. The
resource perspective is modelled usingresource nets, a Petri net model which describes
the existing resources and roles, the allocation of resources to specific roles (accord-
ing to predefined rules) and the release of resources from roles. The two object-nets
synchronize whenever a task from the workflow net uses a role of the resource net and
they behave independently otherwise. A RWF-net describes the handling of one case
at a time, where a case is the subject of the operations in the workflow . A notion of
behavioural correctness was defined and proved decidable for RWF-nets.

In workflow management systems several instances of a workflow (cases) are exe-
cuted simultaneously, hence it is important to verify if thesoundness criteria are also
met in this situation. In this paper we extend the definition of RWF-nets in order to
allow the handling of several cases at a time and we define the notion of k-soundness
in order to describe the correct behaviour of RWF-nets for this situation. We prove that
in the case the resource net is live, thek-soundness of the RWF-net is equivalent with
thek-soundness of the extended workflow net and thus, decidable.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2introduces the def-
inition of resource nets and RWF-nets, Section 3 defines and studies thek-soundness
property for RWF-nets and Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 The Modelling of the Resource Perspective using Petri Nets

2.1 Preliminaries

In what follows we will give the basic terminology and notation concerning workflow
nets, a Petri net formalism which has been used for modellingthe process perspective
of workflows (for details the reader is referred to [1]). We assume the reader is familiar
with the Petri net terminology and notation. A workflow net (WF-net) is a Petri net
which has two special places: one source place,i, and one sink place,o. The marking in
which there arek tokens in the source place represents the beginning of the processing
for k cases (the initial marking of the net, denoted byi.k). The marking in which there
arek tokens in the sink place, represents the end of the processing for thek cases (and
the final marking of the net, denoted byo.k). An additional requirement is that every
element of the workflow net should be on a path fromi to o.

A Petri net PN=(P,T,F) is a WF-net iff: (1) PN has a source place i and a sink place
o such that•i = ∅ and o• = ∅. (2) If we add a new transitiont∗ to PN such that
•t∗ = {o} andt∗• = {i}, then the resulting Petri net is strongly connected.
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A marking of a Petri net (and of a WF-net) is a multisetm : P → IN (whereIN
denotes the set of natural numbers). We writem = 1′p1 + 2′p2 for a markingm with
m(p1) = 1,m(p2) = 2 andm(p) = 0, ∀p ∈ P − {p1, p2}. The empty marking is
denoted by0.

We will present the Petri net model used for describing the resource perspective,
defined in [11, 12]. The resource perspective defines the existing resources and their
interaction with the process perspective. A task that needsto be executed for a specific
case is called a work item. Each work item should be performedby a resource suited
for its execution. In order to facilitate the better allocation of resources to work items,
resources are grouped into roles. Thus, instead of assigning work items directly to re-
sources, work items will be assigned to certain roles. This way (pattern) of representing
and using resources is called ”role-based allocation” ([6,9, 14]).

A role, also referred to as a resource class, is a group of resourceswith similar
characteristics. We consider that each resource has a general type. A resource can have
more roles (at different moments in time) and each role can beperformed by several
resources of different types ([6]).

In our model, for each role one must specify the set of resource types that can be
mapped onto that role. Based on these rules (which are specified at design time), the
system will be able to allocate dynamically resources to theappropriate roles. Thus, a
specification for the resource perspective consists in the following elements:
- A set of resource basic types:RT = {Type1, . . . , T ypen}. For each typeTypei, i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n} there is a numberni of resources of that type.
- A set of roles,RO = {Role1, Role2, . . . , Rolem}.
- For each roler ∈ RO, res(r) represents the resource types which can be assigned to
the role (res(r) ⊆ RT ).

Given the elements above, a resource netRN = (PRN , TRN , FRN ) can be defined
as follows:

– PRN = PRT ∪ PROLE ∪ P ′ where:PRT = RT , PROLE = RO andP ′ = {Rki|Rolei ∈
RO, Typek ∈ res(Rolei)}.

– TRN = {assignki, releaseik|Rolei ∈ RO, Typek ∈ res(Rolei)} ∪ TRem, whereTRem

is a set of transitions which can remove resources.
– FRN = {(Typek, assignki), (assignki, Rolei), (assignki, Rki), (Rki, releaseik),

(Rolei, releaseik), (releaseik, T ypek)|Rolei ∈ RO, Typek ∈ res(Rolei)} ∪ FRem,
whereFRem ⊆ PRT × TRem.

In the resource net,PRT corresponds to the set of resource types andPROLE corre-
sponds to the set of roles. For each roleRolei and for each resource typeTypek ∈
res(Rolei) the following elements are added to the net (see Fig. 1): a placeRki, which
will be used for the proper release of resources; a transition assignki which moves a
resource fromTypek to roleRolei; a transitionreleaseik which releases the resources
of typeTypek, assigned toRolei, when they are not needed any longer. In the initial
marking of the net, in every placeTypei, there will be a number of tokens equal to
the number of resources of that type. The transitions in the set TRem can model the
situation in which certain resources become permanently unavailable in the workflow.

One can notice that the Petri net model we propose abstracts from the interaction
with the process perspective. In the Petri net model which integrates both perspectives,
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Fig. 1. A resource workflow net in its initial marking.

for every task in the workflow that needs the roleRolei for its execution, a new transi-
tion will be added to the resource net (transitionexec task in Fig. 1).

Let WF = (P, T, F ) be a WF-net. Theextended WF-netis WF ′ = (P, T ′, F ′),
where:T ′ = T ∪ {t′} andF ′ = F ∪ {(o, t′)}.

2.2 Resource Workflow Nets

In what follows we will defineresource workflow nets(RWF-nets). We will extend our
approach from [11, 12], in order to allow the handling of several cases simultaneously
in the workflow. RWF-nets will be defined as a special class of nested Petri nets, in
which there exist only two object-nets, together with a function Role. Nested Petri nets
are Petri nets which can have as tokens ordinary Petri nets. Anested Petri net consists
of a system net (a high level Petri net with expressions on arcs) and object Petri nets.

Definition 1. A Resource Workflow Net is a two-level nested Petri net together with a
functionRole: RWFN = (V ar, Lab, (WF ′, i.k), (RN, rm0), SN,Λ,Role):

1. V ar = {x, y} is a set of variables.
2. Lab = Labh ∪ Labv is a set of net labels such thatLabv = {e, e}.
3. (WF ′, i.k), (RN, rm0) are object-nets:(WF ′, i.k) is an extended WF-net with its

initial marking and(RN,m0) is an extended resource net with its initial marking.
4. SN = (N,W,Mk

0 ) is the system net of RWFN, such that:
- N= (PN , TN , FN ) is a high level Petri net such that:

- PN = {I, p, O}, whereO is a place such thatO• = ∅ andI
is a place such that•I = ∅.

- TN = {end}.
- FN = {(I, end), (p, end), (end, p), (end,O)}.

- Mk
0 is the initial marking of the net, in which there existk atomic tokens in place

I, placep contains the pair((WF ′, i.k), (RN,m0)) and placeO is empty.
- W is the arc labelling function:W (I, end) = 1, W (p, end) = W (end, p) =
(x, y), W (end,O) = 1.

5. Λ is a partial function which assigns to certain transitions from the netsWF ′,RN ,
SN , a label from the setLab, and:Λ(end) = e, Λ(t′) = e. For any transitiont
in WF ′, t 6= t′, such thatΛ(t) is defined, there is a transitiontr ∈ TRN such that
Λ(t) = Λ(tr) ∈ Labh.

6. Role is a partial function which assigns to every labelled transition t from WF ′

(t 6= t′) a role fromRN such that: ifΛ(t) = l andRole(t) = Rolei then there
existst∗ in RN with Λ(t∗) = l and(t∗, Rolei), (Rolei, t

∗) are arcs inRN .
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There are two object-nets in a RWFN-net:(WF ′, i.k) is an extended WF-net which
models the process perspective and(RN, rm0) describes the resource perspective:RN
is a resource net to which some labelled transitions are added in order to ensure the
interaction with the process perspective. Variablesx and y will be assigned certain
values at runtime: the possible values for these variables are the object-nets (in certain
markings).x has the net typeWF ′ andy has the net typeRN . In SN , the placesI
andO will hold atomic tokens, whilep will hold a pair of net-tokens. There is only
one constant,1, for the arcs(I, end), (end,O), which is interpreted as an atomic token.
Role is a partial function which assigns to every task (labelled transition)t in WF , a
roleRolei from RN . This function designates the role that can execute this task. Λ is
a partial function which labels the transitions of the object-nets and of the system-net.
If t is a labelled transition inWF ′, t 6= t′ andt needs a roleRolei for its execution
(i.e.Role(t) = Rolei), then there exists a corresponding transition inRN , connected
toRolei with the same label ast. Also, t′ andend have complementary labels.

A workflow is modelled using RWF-nets in the following manner: first, the pro-
cess perspective is modelled using an extended WF-net. The resource perspective is
modelled separately using a resource net. For each task thatneeds a certain role for its
execution, a new transition is connected with the place corresponding to that role, in the
resource net. The task and the added transition have the samelabel.

We denote byAnet the set of net-tokens (marked object-nets):Anet = {(EN,m)|
EN ∈ {WF ′, RN},m is a marking of EN}. A marking of a resource workflow net
can be represented as a vectorM = (M(I),M(p),M(O)), whereM(I),M(O) ∈ N
andM(p) ∈ NA2

net . A bindingb for the transitionend is a functionb : {x, y} → Anet.
b assigns net-tokens to the variables of the net. Transitionend from the system netSN
of a RWF-net is enabled in a markingM w.r.t. a bindingb if I contains at least an
atomic token andW (p, end)(b) = (x, y)(b) = (b(x), b(y)) ∈ M(p).

The steps that can occur in resource workflow nets are those defined for two-level
nested nets ([8]): The firing of am unlabelled transition, which is enabled in the mark-
ing of RN or of WF ′, represents an object-autonomous step; A labelled transition
enabled in the marking ofWF ′ should fire at the same time with a transition with
the same label enabled in the marking ofRN . The simultaneous firing of these two
transitions represents a horizontal synchronization step. In the resulting marking of the
RWF-net, both the marking ofWF ′ andRN will change; Ifend is enabled inSN w.r.t.
a bindingb andt′ is enabled inWF ′, the synchronous firing ofend andt′ represents
a vertical synchronization step. The firing of the vertical synchronization step in a cer-
tain bindingb (b(x) = (WF ′,m), b(y) = (RN, rm)) removes the pair of net-tokens
((WF ′,m), (RN, rm)) from placep and then adds back top the pair of net-tokens :
((WF ′,m′), (RN, rm)), wherem′ is the marking obtained inWF ′ by firing the tran-
sition t′. An atomic token will be added to placeO.

The set of all steps in a RWF-net is denoted byY.

The example in Fig. 2 presents a RWF-net modelling a workflow which processes
admission applications for a college. There are two types ofresources (assistants and
professors) and two possible roles: secretary (S) and commission member (CM). AS
role can be performed by an assistant and aCM role can be performed by a profes-
sor. The specification for the resource perspective is:RT = {assistants ,professors},
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Fig. 2. A resource workflow net in its initial marking.

RO = {S, CM }, res(S)={assistants}, res(CM)={professors}. The functionRole de-
scribes which roles must execute the tasks of the workflow andit is defined as follows:
Role(registerapplication)=S,Role(accept)=CM, Role(reject)=CM, Role(sendanswer)
=S. The markingm0 for RN is: m0 = 1′assistants + 1′professors. In the initial
marking of the RWF-net,M0(I) = 1, M0(p) = ((WF ′, i.1), (RN,m0)). In M0, tran-
sition registerapplicationfromWF ′ cannot fire, although it is enabled in(WF ′, i.1):
it can only fire simultaneously with transitionexec1in RN , which is not enabled. As-
sume the object-autonomous step(; assign S) fires first. The new marking of the RWF-
net isM1 = (1, ((WF ′, i.1), (RN,m1)), 0), wherem1 = 1′S+1′R1+1′professors.
The step(register application, exec1) is enabled inM1, producing a new marking
(see Fig. 2)M2 = (1, ((WF ′,m′

1), (RN,m2)), 0), wherem′
1 = 1′p1 andm2 =

m1. The system remains blocked (no other task in the process is executed) until re-
sources (assistants) are allocated for theCM role. TransitionassignCM can fire in-
dependently inRN . The resulting marking isM3 = (1, ((WF ′,m′

1), (RN,m3)), 0),
wherem3 = 1′S + 1′CM + 1′R2 + 1′R1. In M3, the step (accept,exec2) can fire
and the resulting marking isM4 = (1, ((WF ′,m′

2), (RN,m4)), 0) wherem′
2 = 1′p2

andm4 = m3. Next, the step (sendanswer,exec4) can fire producing the marking
M5 = (1, ((WF,m′

3), (RN,m5)), 0) wherem5 = m4 andm′
3 = 1′o. The verti-

cal synchronization stepY = (end; t′) is enabled in markingM5 with the bindingb:
b(x) = (WF,m′

3), b(y) = (RN,m5) and the firing of this step produces the marking
(0, ((WF ′, 0), (RN,m5), 1)) which corresponds to the correct processing of the case.

3 Thek-Soundness of Resource Workflow Nets

In this section we will introduce a notion ofk-soundness for RWF-nets.
A notion of k-soundness was defined for WF-nets, expressing the minimal condi-

tions a correct workflow should satisfy ([3, 5]). We considerthat an extended workflow
netWF ′ is sound if the underlying WF-net is sound.

A workflow netWF = (P, T, F ) is k-sound iff: (1) for every markingm reach-
able from the initial markingi.k, there exists a firing sequence leading fromm to the
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final markingo.k (termination condition):(∀m)((i[∗〉m) =⇒ (m[∗〉o)); (2) All the
transitions inWF are quasi-live:(∀t ∈ T )(∃m,m′)(i.k[∗〉m[t〉m′).

It was proven ([5]) that, ifWF is k-sound:(m ∈ [i.k〉) ∧m ≥ o.k) ⇒ (m = o.k).
The following result can be easily proven:

Lemma 1. Let RWFN be a RWF-net andM ∈ [Mk
0 〉 a reachable marking. Then

M = (k1, ((WF ′,m), (RN, rm)), k2), wherem is a reachable marking inWF ′ and
rm is a reachable marking inRN .

LetRWFN be a RWF-net. If the initial marking isMk
0 , the set of final markings for

RWFN is:Mf
k = {(0, ((WF ′, 0), (RN, rm)), k)|rm is a reachable marking of RN}.

We will consider that a RWF-net isk-sound if: (1)WF ′ is k-sound, (2) for any
reachable marking of the RWF-net,M ∈ [Mk

0 〉, there is a firing sequence that leads to
a final markingMf (the termination property) and (3) all the steps in the RWF-net are
quasi-live.

Definition 2. A RWF-netRWFN is k-sound if and only if:

1. (WF ′, i.k) is ak-sound extended workflow net.
2. For every markingM reachable from the initial markingMk

0 , there exists a firing
sequence leading fromM to a final markingMf :
(∀M)((Mk

0 [∗〉M) =⇒ (M [∗〉Mf ,Mf ∈ Mf
k).

3. RWFN is quasi-live:∀Y ∈ Y, there exists a markingM ∈ [M0〉 such thatM [Y 〉.

First, we consider the workflow isk-sound if the WF-net describing the process isk-
sound (abstracting from resources). A final marking of the RWF-net is reached if the
vertical synchronization step firesk times. This implies that transitiont′ can firek times
in WF ′, which happens if and only if the final marking of the WF-net can be reached.
Thus, condition (2) states that the workflow isk-sound if the termination condition still
holds in the WF-net, when the firing of tasks is restricted by the resource perspective.

Lemma 2. Let RWFN be a RWF-net such thatWF ′ is k-sound. The markings in
Mf

k are the only markings reachable fromMk
0 which containk tokens in placeO:

(∀M)((Mk
0 [∗〉M) ∧M(O) = k) =⇒ (M ∈ Mf

k)).

Proof. Let M ∈ [Mk
0 〉 with M(O) = k. Tokens can be added to placeO only by the

firing of the vertical synchronization step(end; t′). In order to producek tokens in place
O, this step has to firek times. SinceM0[∗〉M , thenm ∈ [i.k〉WF ′ andrm ∈ [rm0〉
(Lemma 1). Thus,∃ σ ∈ T ′∗ such thati.k[σ〉m. t′ hask occurrences inσ. Since
o• = {t′}, the order in which the transitionst′ appears inσ is not important. Thus, we
can writeσ = σ′(t′)k, σ′ ∈ T ∗. Hence,i.k[σ′〉m′[(t′)k〉m. m′(o) = k. SinceWF
is k-sound, the only reachable marking withk tokens ino is o.k. If o.k[(t′)k〉m, then
m = 0. Also, becauseM(I) +M(O) = k andM(O) = k, it results thatM(I) = 0.
Thus,M ∈ Mf

k.

Lemma 3. LetRWFN = (V ar, Lab, (WF ′, i.k), (RN, rm0), SN,Λ,Role) be a RWF-
net such thatWF ′ is k-sound and(RN, rm0) is live. Then, for every reachable mark-
ing m ∈ [i.k〉 in WF ′, there is a reachable markingM ∈ [Mk

0 〉 in RWFN such that
M = (k1, ((WF ′,m), (RN, rm)), k2), whererm ∈ [rm0〉.
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Proof. Letm ∈ [i.k〉 be a reachable marking inWF ′. Then, there is a sequence of tran-
sitions inWF ′, σ ∈ T ′∗, such thati.k[σ〉m. Let |σ| = n. We will prove, by induction
on n, that there exists a sequence of steps inRWFN , σ′ ∈ Y∗, such thatMk

0 [σ
′〉M

andM = (k1, ((WF ′,m), (RN, rm)), k2), whererm is a reachable marking inRN .
Base. If n = 0, thenm = i.k. If we considerσ′ the empty sequence of steps in

RWFN , thenMk
0 [σ

′〉Mk
0 , Mk

0 = (k, ((WF ′, i.k), (RN, rm0)), 0).
Step. Assume the property holds forn and we prove it forn + 1: If i.k[t1 . . . tn〉

m′[tn+1〉m, for the sequencei.k[t1 . . . tn〉m′, there is a sequence of steps inRWFN
such thatMk

0 [Y1 . . . Ys〉M ′, whereM ′ = (k′1, ((WF ′,m′), (RN, rm′)), k′2) andrm′ ∈
[rm0〉.

(1) If tn+1 is an unlabelled transition inWF ′: the result follows easily, considering
then the object-autonomous stepY = (; tn+1) in RWFN from the markingM ′.

(2)If tn+1 6= t′ is a labelled transition inWF ′ , then there existst′n+1 in RN
such thatλ(tn+1) = λ(t′n+1). If t′n+1 is not enabled inrm′ in RN , becauset′n+1

is live, there existsrm′′ ∈ [rm′〉 such that:rm′[t′1 . . . t
′
m〉rm′′[t′n+1〉rm. We can as-

sume there are no labelled transitions in this sequence (thelabelled transitions do not
have any effect on markings so they can be removed from the sequence). We can con-
sider the following steps:Y ′

1 = (; t′1), . . . , Y
′
m = (; t′m). Thus,M ′[Y ′

1 . . . Y
′
m〉M ′′,

whereM ′′ = (k′1, ((WF ′,m′), (RN, rm′′)), k′2). Y = (tn+1; t
′
n+1) is enabled inM ′′:

Mk
0 [Y1 . . . Ys〉M ′[Y ′

1 . . . Y
′
m〉M ′′[Y 〉M , whereM = (k′1, ((WF ′,m), (RN, rm)), k′2)

andrm ∈ [rm0〉.
(3) If tn+1 = t′, t′ is enabled in markingm′ in WF ′. We prove that the verti-

cal synchronization stepY = (end[b]; t′) is enabled inM ′ with the bindingb(x) =
(WF ′,m′), b(y) = (RN, rm′). In order to show that transitionend is enabled inM ′,
we will prove thatM ′(I) > 0. AssumeM ′(I) = 0. Then, it results thatM ′(O) = k.
From Lemma 2, it results thatm′ = 0, which contradicts the fact thatt′ is enabled in
WF ′. Thus,Mk

0 [Y1 . . . Ys〉(k′1, ((WF ′,m′), (RN, rm′)), k′2)[(end[b]; t
′)〉

(k′1 − 1, ((WF ′,m), (RN, rm′)), k′2 + 1).

Let (WF ′, i.k) be ak-sound extended WF-net together with its initial marking. It
can be easily proven that all the transitions inWF ′ are quasi-live.

Lemma 4. Let RWFN be a RWF-net such thatWF ′ is k-sound and(RN, rm0) is
live. All the steps inRWFN are quasi-live:∀Y ∈ Y, ∃M ∈ [Mk

0 〉 such thatM [Y 〉.

Proof. WF ′ is k-sound, so all the transitions inWF ′ are quasi-live.(RN,m0) is live
hence, all the transitions inRN are quasi-live. LetY be a step inRWFN . We consider
the following cases:

(1)Y is an object-autonomous step: thenY = (; t) andt is an unlabelled transition
fromWF ′ orRN . If t is an unlabelled transition fromRN : sincet is live inRN , there
is rm ∈ [rm0〉 such that:rm0[t1 . . . tm〉rm[t〉. We can consider thatt1, . . . , tm are
unlabelled inRN . The following object-autonomous steps can fire inRWFN from
the initial marking:Y1 = (; t1), . . . , Ym = (; tm): Mk

0 [Y1 . . . Ym〉M , whereM =
(k, ((WF ′, i.k), (RN, rm)), 0). The stepY = (; t) is enabled inM , becauserm[t〉 in
RN . If t is an unlabelled transition fromWF ′: similar to the previous case.

(2)Y is a horizontal synchronization step: similar to (1).
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(3) If Y is the vertical synchronization step:Y = (end; t′). t′ is quasi-live in
WF ′, so there ism ∈ [i.k〉 such thatm[t′〉. Form ∈ [i.k〉, there existsM ∈ [Mk

0 〉,
M = (k1, ((WF ′,m), (RN, rm)), k2). Also,M(I) 6= 0 (otherwise, from Lemma 2,
M ∈ Mf

k andm = 0 ). Now, if we consider the bindingb with b(x) = (WF ′,m) and
b(y) = (RN, rm), thenend is enabled in markingM w.r.t. bindingb andM [end(b); t′〉.

The following theorem shows that in a RWF-net in which the resource netRN is
live, thek-soundness is equivalent with thek-soundness of its workflow net, which is a
decidable property ([3, 4]):

Theorem 1. LetRWFN = (V ar, Lab, (WF ′, i), (RN, rm0), SN,Λ,Role) be a RWF-
net such that(RN, rm0) is a live resource net. Then,RWFN is k-sound if and only if
WF ′ is k-sound.

Proof. (=⇒) If RWFN is k-sound,WF ′ is k-sound.
(⇐=) If WF ′ is k-sound, the first condition in the definition of soundness forRWF-
net takes place.Also,RWFN is quasi-live: because(RN, rm0) is live andWF ′ is
k-sound, using Lemma 4, it results thatRWFN is quasi-live.

We will show that the second condition in the definition of RWF-nets also takes
place: AssumeM ∈ [Mk

0 〉, M = (k1, ((WF ′,m), (RN, rm)), k2). There existsτ ∈
Y such thatM0[τ〉M . k2 is the number of ocurrances of the vertical step(end; t′)
in τ . k1 + k2 = k. We can writeτ = τ ′(end; t′)k2 andM0[τ

′〉M ′[(end; t′)k2〉M .
M ′ = (k, ((WF ′,m′), (RN, rm)), 0) andm = m′ − o.k2. Using Lemma 1, it results
that there exists a transition sequenceσ in WF ′ such thati.k[σ〉m′ (σ does not contain
the transitiont′). BecauseWF ′ is k-sound, there is a transition sequenceσ′ such that
m′[σ′〉o.k. σ′ does not containt′ andσ′ can also fire fromm = m′ − o.k2 (o does not
have output transitions inσ′).m[σ′〉(o.k−o.k2). Letσ′ = t1 . . . tk andti 6= t′. We show
there exists a sequence of steps such thatM ′ = (k, ((WF ′,m′), (RN, rm)), 0)[∗〉
(k, ((WF ′, o.k), (RN, rm)), 0). Let Y = (t, t∗), with λ(t) = λ(t∗). If t∗ is not en-
abled inrm, since(RN, rm0) is live, there exists a sequence of transitionsrt1 . . . rtk
such thatrm[rt1 . . . rtk〉rm′[t∗〉rm1. The stepsY1 = (; rt1), . . . Yk = (; rtk) are
enabled inM ′ andM ′[Y1 . . . Yk〉M ′′[Y 〉. Thus, for every transitionsti ∈ σ′ from
WF we can obtain a corresponding sequence of steps inRWFN . Finally, we can
obtain a sequence of transitionsπ such thatM ′[π〉 (k, ((WF ′, o.k), (RN, rm∗)), 0).
No vertical synchronization step fires inπ andπ does not remove tokens fromo. Also,
no transitions remove tokens fromo exceptt′. Thus,π can fire fromM andM =
(k1, ((WF ′,m′−o.k2), (RN, rm)), k2)[π〉(k1, ((WF ′, o.k−o.k2), (RN, rm∗)), k2).
Now, the vertical synchronization step can firek−k1 times producing the final marking
(0, ((WF ′, 0), (RN, rm)), k).

4 Conclusions

This paper presented a special class of nested Petri nets used to model both the re-
source perspective and the process perspective for a workflow, allowing the handling
of k cases at a time. The two perspectives are represented as two independent object-
nets. The advantage of this approach is that it integrates both perspectives but it keeps
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a clear difference between them: unlike other approaches that use Petri nets ([3, 4, 10,
14, 7, 13]), resources and roles are not represented in the same Petri net as the process.
A notion of k-soundness was introduced in order to study the logical correctness of
workflows: even if the workflow is 1-sound, whenk cases are processed, it is possi-
ble that some cases could not be handled due to insufficient resources. We proved that
k-soundness is decidable for a special class of RWF-nets.
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